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Letter to the Editor 

Procalcitonin measurements and non-invasive mechanical ventilation in 

acute exacerbation of COPD: an appropriate new tool? 

 

 

Sir, 

Hospitalization of acute exacerbations of chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (Ae-COPD) is a common 

health care problem.
1
 In last decades, non-invasive 

mechanical ventilation (NIV) is a key cornerstone 

therapeutic element that have shown influence positively 

short and long term outcomes in Ae-COPD.
2,3

 Recently, 

incorporation of new biomarkers as procalcitonin (PCT) 

to predict requirement of NIV in Ae-COPD is an 

attractive tool to guide a proper making decision 

regarding indication of NIV is  scarce.
4
 

Pazarli AC et al. analysed determinations of PCT levels 

among two selected COPD groups Ae-COPD (case 

group) compare to stable COPD as control group.
5
 In this 

original study, aims were analyse if PCT level was 

predictive of Ae-COPD assessment of severity and its 

potential value to planning NIV requirements. This study 

present a novel utility of applications of biomarkers and 

major findings discover were that mean levels of PCT in 

Ae-COPD was significantly higher than COPD in stable 

conditions and that PCT cut-off value for NIV indication 

was 0.10 ng/ml. These results are original and add a great 

practice valour for NIV organization. However, there are 

some points of interest to take into account that could 

influence role of PCT level and use of NIV. 

First at all, regarding decisions for indication of the NIV 

in Ae-COPD, it is well known for clinical and 

epidemiological studies that “real world” the final NIV 

indications and decisions by physicians are subject to 

others local or structural factors that were not reported by 

Pazarli AC et al. and could need some clarifications 

especially for a proper clinical practice extrapolation of 

PCT utility. Briefly, in this study use of NIV in Ae-

COPD could be influence by a) rate of volume-cases of 

Ae-COPD patients hospitalized admitted
6
; b) level of 

skill and team experience, c) intrinsic-factor patient 

depended as level of consciousness.
7,8

 

Secondly, regarding level of applicability of PCT rate of 

sensibility and specific COPD populations Ae-COPD 

versus COPD stable need some clarifications that could 

are acting in NIV response and in short hospital outcome 

did not report such as: a) number of previous CODP 

readmissions rates and frequency, b) comorbid conditions 

c) severity and aetiology of Ae-COPD
9 

and e) correlation 

between levels of COPD-Gold Stage and levels of PCT. 

In this last point, Falsey AR et al shown in a very 

exhaustive study that it is necessary to differentiate in 

Ae-COPD and use of PCT differentiate bacterial or viral 

as key factor.  

Finally, regarding correlations of PCT levels an arterial 

blood gases (ABG) in Ae-COPD that potential need NIV, 

we know that ABG basal levels and trends of pH/pCO2 

measurements at admissions are influenced by a complex 

interactions as Ae-COPD severity, underling pulmonary 

functions derangements and NIV setting and hospital 

protocols.
10 

These factors could be necessary to comment 

by Pazarli AC et al. Further, large prospective clinical 

trials need clarification regarding how incorporate PCT 

levels and trends measurements and NIV applications in 

hospital protocol for Ae-COPD.
5
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